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Gordon's birdy senses are tingling like crazy! All over the city, chickens are acting strangely. Have

they been turned into zombies?! This superhero knows that only a bad guy would steal brains! Kung

Pow Chicken is hot on the evil Birdbrain's tail feathers--that is, until an army of zombies

birdy-snatches him! What's a superhero to do?
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My son loved this book. He took it out of the box and sat down right away to read it, which never

happens. The fact that it is a chapter book means a lot to him and the fact that he can read it mostly

on his own and that helps build his reading confidence means a lot to me. The pages are colorful

and the humor is good for the age and the fact that the main character is in 2nd grade is a big plus

since my son is in 2nd grade and he noticed the similarity right away.

My son love the Kung Pow Chicken books. The only problem is he's read all three and wants to

read more. I am thankful for a series that get my son away from the electronics. Reading is one of

the most important things a kid can do at home to increase his vocabulary and comprehension

skills. It doesn't matter it it's a graphic novel, it's still reading. I'm thankful this series caught the



attention of my kid.

Our Second Grade grandson has found these to be lots of fun to read and laugh over. He is

beginning to read on his own and these are just perfect for that transition. What we have read

together has been amusing and enjoyable. He'll stop me and read it again, adding his own

dramatics. Very satisfying for Grandma who has a husband and a son who are professional actors.

Here's another one on the way.

Great illustrations and humor - Cliffhanger book our little readers. They couldn't wait to read the next

page - unlike many fluff books. This was great! =)

Liked fighting bad guy zombies. A little funny when he got grouchy. A little sillier than the earlier

books. 7 year old grandson likes this series a lot.

My 6 year old son loves these stories. We can't wait for the 5th book to come out. The story is easy

to follow because of all of the illustrations.

Good giggle for all. We now have all books in series. Good for boys or girls.

Really cute book series. One of the few my son is interested in reading.
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